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SDWABI 

This paper gives an expansion of the air 
war game explained in a RAND document 
"Some far Games" by John Rash and R.M. 
Thrall. Several variations of the basic 
games are introduced. Thece games arr> 
designed with the view of use for screen- 
ing and training purposes, and include 
enough variations so at» to tee* t*u» adpta- 
bility as well as the ability of the 
pl^sjrere. 
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SOME AIR ffAR GAMES 

1. Introduction. These games are descendants of a game originally in- 

vestigated by A. Mood and are played or. a hexagonal (honeycomb) pattern board* 

Many of the basic concepts of the ground war gaaes were suggested by 0. Hel- 

mer, A. Mood, John Hash, L.S. Shapley, R.M. Thrall and others at Rand. The 

air war games, which came later, and grew out of the ground war games were 

suggested and developed by R.M. Thrall. Some suggestions for variations in 

the air war games came from various members of Projects M-720-1 and M-965 

at the University of Michigan. Some interesting observations were made while 

experimenting with these games, and will be discussed after the rules have 

been explained. 

All game? described here are two person games with incomplete Informa- 

tion. Each player has a board marked off into hexagonal fields (see model 

on following page) and there is a barrier which can be placed between the 

boards when secrecy is desired. Each board is divided into three parts— 

home territory and enemy territory with a no-man's-land between. Disks of 

various colors are used as markers for the fighting units and cities. At 

the beginning of a game the number of fighting units is roughly ten times 

the number of cities. The object of the game is to "kill" all the units of 

the opponent. 

2. Rules. After the initial stage the play goes in cycles, each of 

which consists of the following stag»st 

1. Simultaneous moves with barrier in place. 

2. Barrier removed to give complete information about 

opponents* position. 

- * 
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3. 

3. Ala fire. 

4* Remove dead. 

5. Receive new units at cities which have been desig- 

nated production centers. 

2.0. Initial Stage. The boards are placed on a table with a space be- 

tween for the barrier. The boards are lined up so that the field label al 

is at the lower left of one player and at the upper right for the other play- 

er. The barrier is placed between the boards to start the game. Each player 

determines the location of the opponent's cities (except in certain varia- 

tions In which the city positions are preassigned) subject to the following 

conditions! all cities must be in the opponents section (enemy territory) 

of the board, two cities are separated by at least four fields, and each city 

and the adjacent airport is separated from any boundary by at least two 

fields. In most of the games played thus far the board is divided into two 

equal parts by a heavy dashed line in the middle. This line is considered 

a boundary, called the middle boundary. The fields adjacent to the middle 

boundary belong to the territory of neither player and make up a region 

called no-man's-land. (Cities are separated from no-man's-land by at least 

one field so units can be placed directly in front of the cities). 

After the cities have been placed the barrier is removed and each play- 

er duplicates on his own board the positions assigned to his cities by the 

opponent. Again the barrier is placed between Ihe boards and each player 

places his units at will in his home territory provided that he places no 

units in no-man's-land and no field has more than three units on it. The 

barrier is removed and each player fills in on his board the position of nis 

. 
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A. 

opponent's units. The barrier is then put Jn place and the first cycle be- 

gins. 

2*1. moves. Each unit Bay be moved to an adjacent field, provided 

that at the end of the move there are no sore than three units of the sane 

color on any field. Two fields are said to be adjacent if they coincide or 

Have a boundary in common. 1 field is said to be contested if it is occu- 

pied by units belonging to both players or if it is an airport and the ad- 

jacent city is contested. The field immediately behind (away from the cwt*"- 

of the l»ard) each city is an airport. A city is controlled by a player 

until the opponent has uncontested fighting units in the city. In airport 

is cont.rolied by the player who controls the adjacent city. In case no 

fighting units are in a city it is controlled by the player last in control 

of that city. A city is possessed by whichever player last had uncontested 

occupation of it. Any airport belongs to that player who possesses the ad- 

jacent city. If an airport is uncontested one unit may be transported 

(flown) to any field on the board with this exceptior; it can not be placed 

on any city, airport or fields adjacent to a city or airport controlled by 

the opponent. Two units way be flown from an uncontested airport to another 

airport controlled by the same player. 

2.2. Information. After both players have moved .'J  barrier is re- 

moved and each player justifies his position by playing his units on the 

opponent's board. If a player cannot justify a move the misplaced units 

may be relocated in any legal position designated by the opponent. 

2.3. Aim Fire. All units on a contested field must direct fire to 

.» .1  -.    -2£>>fcu ISMAMX- "*:- 
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that same field (except in the ease of an airport which is contested only 

because the adjacent city is contested). Any unit on an uncontested field 

may direct fire on any adjacent field but no further. It takes two directed 

units of fire power to kill one enemy unii. A unit can fire only once in 

etch cycle. 

2.4.. Reaove Dead. When the players have justified their aoves and the 

position on the two boards agree, the killing begins. Each player kills on 

his own board while the other player checks to see that his kills are possi- 

ble. If either player requests secrecy the aiming fire aust be done in wri- 

ting. The dead are removed froa both boards* 

2.5. Production. After the dead units are reaoved the final stage of 

the cycle is the addition of a new unit at certain designated cities pro- 

vided three fighting units are not on the city. The n*sw unit has the color 

of the player in possession of the city. There is no production at a con- 

tested city. Whenever a city possessed by one player is possessed by the 

other player that city is said tc be capture^. Generally in unsymaetric 

gaaes (see section 3.2), a player who captures a productive city receives 

production at that city in each eye Is nfter he first possesses th« city un- 

contested for five complete cycles. The same rule applies to recaptured 

cities. In symmetric gaaes captured cities do not receive production, but 

recaptured cities receive production in the nex~t cycle after recapture (pro- 

vided the city possessed belongs to the original owner). 

After production the barrier Is pnf  in place and the second cycle starts* 

The play continues until one player concedes defeat or until all his units 

are removed by kills. 
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3. Gages. Tiro different size boardu are uaed. The smaller bosrd has 

25 rows of fields and 21 columns of fields. The larger board has 49 rows and 

21 coluans. Two fundamentally different typ* games are played on each board. 

One type is played with symmetric situations, i.e. each player has the same 

number of cities, the same number of units, and the same number of productive 

cities. The other type is played with umiymmetrlc situations. For example, 

one player may get more cities and more men, but fewer production. Games 

played on the large board will be explained first. 

3.1. Symmetric games. 

3.1.1. Game with production in six cities. The players place six op- 

ponent cities. There most be one city separated from each boundary by either 

two or three fields. Each player gets 60 fighting units to start the game. 

Bach city not contested and not captured at thj end of each cycle gains one 

fighting unit as reinforcement, 

3.1.2. Game with production in three cities. This game is the same as 

3.1.1 except that exactly three cities n.jat be placed so aa to be separated 

three or four fields from the back boundary. The boundary nearest a player 

is called his back boundary. These are the only cities receiving production. 

3.2. Unsymmetric games. In the synanetric games each player may start 

an attack on the first move. However, in some of the unsymmetric games the 

rules require that one player shall wait a few cycles before he starts his 

attack. These games are designed so that the player who has the initial at- 

tack oust win within a few cycles, say 10 to 15,  if he can expect to win at all. 

sagMfa 6 •%•'•'• 
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3.2.1. Game with production In three and four cities. One player, say 

A, has 6 cities; the other player, say L,  has 7 cities. 111 the cities are 

placed by the opponents. Player A receives production in A  cities which must 

be placed so that they are separated from his back boundary by three or four 

fields. Player B receives production in 3 cities which oust be placed so 

that they arc separated from his back boundary by three fields. All cities 

have airports. Player A gets 60 units and player B 70 units to start the 

game. Production starts at the beginning of the first cycle. The production 

rule explained in section 2.5 applies to captured cities. 

3.2.2. Game with one city in no-nan's-land and unequal production. One 

city is placed in no-man's-land near the center of the board. This city is 

considered captured by one player, say C, and must have exactly 10 fighting 

units adjacent to it . The airport of this city is opposite C. The players 

place the opponents six cities with those nearest the players separated by 

three fields from the back boundary. The three cities closest to C are his 

only productive cities and the four cities closest to the other player, say 

D, are his only productive cities. These cities get production at the start 

of the first cycle. All cities have airports. D can not attack for 15 cy- 

cles. D cannot place units closer than 3 moves from the city in no-aan's-land, 

but be may attack this city, provided he does not place any units in C's ter- 

ritory. Ixi uefexiuing his cities D is allowed two double transportations to 

any airport provided one unit immediately moves onto the adjacent city. Also 

D is allowed one unit production even If he has three units on a productive 

city. 

L-U'-«tr_.l ^•naawfi 
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8. 

panes pluyed on the snail board. Tins* games are similar to those 

played on the large board. The game corresponding to 3.1.1 is played with 3 

cities and 30 disks. The gams corresponding to 3.1.2 is played with U  cities 

and 4.0 disks where the two bacV cities are the only ones gaining production. 

For an unequal game the boards are rotated one right angle. The pattern 

cf the boards is now different. The airports are beside the cities on the 

Inside (toward the center of the board). Player A has territory in the mid- 

dle nine horizontal rows of fields, and player B has his territory divided, 

with six horizontal rows of fields on each end of the board. The U horizon- 

tal rows one on seen side of the two common boundary lines are no-man's-land. 

Each player gets U  cities *>nd £0 disks. Cities are placed by opponents be- 

hind the barrier. A has only three product!?* cities. All of B's cities 

are productive. The production rules of section 2.5 apply. At to* banning 

of the first cycle A announces which city is not productive. A is the ini- 

tial attacker. B cannot attack A's cities for 5 complete cycles* 

There are many more possible games on both boards. Most of the experi- 

menting so far has been dene with the games explained above. 

Um    Some observations. The strategy of play is different on these two 

boards. Games on the larger board offer more of a challenge because of a 

larger variety of possibilities. However, the smaller board games are use- 

ful. For example, the symmetric game with three cities is easier to learn 

and faster to play. 

There is a possibility of a stalemate in the symmetric game. In the un- 

symmetrio game one player is almost certain to win within a fixed number of 
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cycles, but the game is set up so that It is possible for either player to 

win. A stalemate is impossible in the unsyametric game. This game offers 

a real challenge to the skillful and daring player. 

Time limits have not been set on the length of moves in each cycle> bat 

it seems desirable that they should be made within one minute when playlug 

on the larger board. In this case, games should seldom last longer than two 

hours. Time limits for moves and length of games played on the small board 

should be half as long. 

All these games have distinguishing features, but they also have much 

in common, methods of attacking cities are very similar. Methods of defense 

are almost the same. Here are some general principles of strategy which seem 

good. Choose the battleground if possible* Avoid fighting against superior 

numbers except in defense of a city. Do not let isolated units keep a sta- 

tionary position (especially when the fighting is light). When attacking, 

do so from as many directions as possible as long as the attacking force is 

not spread too thin. Do not attack unless you outnumber the enemy except 

when the attack is a diversionary action or intended as a surprise. 

It is hard to get a stvong surprise attack directed on a city in three 

city games. The way the units are placed initially may give one player a 

decided advantage for the attack. In this case the other player is almost 

forced to defend for a few cycles. But he can almost always defend this 

first city undsr attack successfully if he has his units about equally di- 

vided among and near (4. or 5 moves) his three cities. At this stage of the 

game the attacker had better try to get his men pulled around on one side of 

the city under attack so as to get an attack started on another near city in 

TTT 
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case it seems desirable. The timing at this stage of the game makes a big 

difference. If the defender ia thrown out of position, even though he saves 

the city under fire, he still may easily lose the nearby city. The attacker, 

because of the kill rules, can't build up much of s threat by flying in 

three units unions these units are strongly supported by ground units. In 

defending a city a player can fly four units in each cycle while the attacker 

can fly in only three units. Thus the defender can kill two unitn from 

flights while the attacker can kill only one. Because of kill rules, it is 

good to distribute fighting units so as to have an even number cf units fir- 

ing in any battle. 

On the other hand, the element of surprise plays a more important role 

in the symmetric six city games. Six units can appear any place on the board 

(see flight rules). A player can generate a strong attack using Just flight 

units. However, it is very unlikely that a player can capture a city using 

only flight units unless his ground units are at the same time pressing an 

attack elsewhere, farther. when playing on the large board, it is more dif- 

ficult to determine just where the enemy will -,««.ck next. The flight units, 

if well placed, may easily cause the opponent to wonder which of three or 

four cities will shortly be under attack. Since this is the case quick and 

wise action is necessary on the part of the player whose territory is inva- 

ded. Generally he should try to kill as many units as possible, that is, 

he should attack the attacker. For tht larger the force the enemy builds up 

the more danger there is to all cities. But if a player only defends In 

this way he will usually lose. The player under attack should start an at- 

tack in enemy territory if he possibly can. It appears that if a player can 
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press hie attack each cycle so that the opponent must always defead the de- 

fender will lose the game. 

In the unsymmetric games, the player with fewer units is usually forced 

to defend early in the game. If he can defend his cities successfully, after 

a few cycles the extra production he receives will allow him to build up his 

forces so that he is almost sure to win. But defending is a difficult job. 

The ability to meet the enemy so as to kill equally or better is necessary. 

Since the enemy has the initiative this is hard to do. For suppose the enemy 

P".ts a long arc of units around the fields adjacent to the city and airport, 

then the defender should concentrate his defense on one side. If the attack- 

ing force should move on the fields adjacent to the city and airport and fly 

units in to back the units up, then the defender should try to put an arc of 

fighting units in front of and at the ends of the advancing force. Since the 

defender doesn't know in advance where the attacker is going to strike it is 

difficult to know how to defend so as to kill off as many advanced units as 

possible and still kill equally or better. 

It is evident that at least one of the games, 3.2.1 or 3.2.2, must be 

unfair. It appears that 3*2.1 is biased in favor of the player with 6 cities 

since he is allowed to start a diversionary attack early in the game. Ir. 

fact, 3.2.2 was developed because it was thought that 3.2.1 is slightly un- 

fair. But it is Included here because games with slight handicaps are some- 

times interesting and useful. 

The location of cities can make a difference in all these games. For 

example, if D in game 3.2.2 has four cities along the back boundary the game 

seems to be biased in bis favor. Because these cities are so near each other 
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units can quickly be moved from ooe city. On thf other hand, if D has one 

productive city isolated from the others the bias seems to favor C. 

•hen the enemy moves in a line toward a city with two or three units in 

each field the defender may place one unit on each of the fields where he 

expects the enemy to be and back them up with three units. If the enemy moves 

In the defender kills twice as many units as the attacker. On the other 

hand, if the enemy does not move in the defender loses about twice as many 

units as the attacker. This sacrifice play should be used with caution. 

In defending a city it is highly desirable to keep as many of the fields 

adjacent to the city and airport free of enemy units as possible. So moves 

and kills should be made with this in Bind. As long as the defender can have 

two fields (one being the airport) adjacent to the city which he is sure 

will not have enemy units on them in the next cycle he can be reasonably cer- 

tain of defending this city assuming, of course, that he is net hopelessly 

hn»V.a?-9f?.  Vj. =c«t of these games a player is hopelessly outnumbered in a vmnn«tiw.A out 

battle if the opponent has twice as many units firing in that battle. 

It is easy, while concentrating un an attack or defense in one part of 

the board, to slight play in another part. For example, in aa effort to save 

one city, most of the units may be flown or moved from another city, thus, 

leaving that city weak and vulnerable. Or while attacking most of the units 

may move out of one city to fortify the attack. In either case the player 

is encouraging a diversionary attack. So whenever a city is left weakened 

in this way the player should be mindful of the sacrifice and ask if he can 

afford to make such a sacrifice. Generally, his decision will depend on what 

he expects the enemy to do. 
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5. Application*. These gases are designed witn w« riew of as* for 

screening and training purposes. The equipment and rules have been kept 

simple so that the gases are insxpensive and easily learned. They have been 

tried out on grade school children; they were quite popular with them. 

Soae of the games ar* definitely unfair in the sense that one player 

has a definite advantage. In others the players operate tinder son-symmetric 

conditions. The purpose of this variability is to test adaptability. Seen 

games require boldness and others caution. The terms used to describe the 

play are Military and an effort has been made to Bake the situations as 

listic as possible within the bounds set by the requirement of simplicity. 

The vork on these games is not finished. It would be helpful to have 

an opportunity to try them out with military personnel, but thera is still 

room for quite a bit of work before "field" testing becomes essential. 
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